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Abstract

When viewing and analyzing complex natural scenes, humans select information for
detailed processing by directing their attention towards it. During overt visual attention, this
includes fixating the selected area. There are two mechanisms for selecting areas where to direct
attention, a top-down, goal-driven mechanism and a bottom-up stimulus-driven one.

The classical saliency map model (Koch & Ullman, 1985; Itti & Koch, 2000) implements
purely bottom-up guidance of attention. It is based on the assumption that high contrast attracts
attention. The saliency map model computes the contrast of different features like luminance or
colour in separate feature maps, which feed into a single saliency map for a visual stimulus.
When computing the contribution of each feature map to the overall saliency, the model assumes
features to be independent of each other and to interact linearly. The most salient area in an
image is the one that attracts attention, modelled by a winner-take-all mechanism. Inhibition of
return ensures that attention is directed to the next-most salient area subsequently.

The consistency of the saliency map model and human fixation behaviour has been
investigated in numerous studies. Parkhurst et al. (2002) examined the degree to which visual
attention is guided by stimulus salience. They found a positive correlation between stimulus
saliency and location of fixations. In a subsequent study, Einhäuser and König (2003)
investigated further the bottom-up influence of luminance contrast on the allocation of attention.
They modified contrast in patches of natural images. They were not able to detect a causal
contribution of luminance contrast to a saliency map of human overt attention. Parkhurst and
Niebur (2004) introduced texture contrast as a second-order contrast, and were then able to
explain Einhäuser and König’s (2003) results with a purely bottom-up model of visual attention.

The present study investigates the effect of colour contrast and luminance contrast on
fixation behaviour in coloured natural images in absence of texture contrast changes. In
particular, the interaction between the two features and their independence of each other are
examined. Colour contrast and luminance contrast are decreased along a pre-specified gradient
across the whole image, in four different directions. The gradient has the effect that texture
contrast is increased globally, but not locally. The influence of the introduced gradients on
fixations was examined, when both decreased parallel, anti-parallel and perpendicular to each
other.

The results of this study show, that luminance contrast and colour contrast both have an
effect on fixation direction. Subjects fixate preferably where contrast is high, although
individuals react very differently to contrast. Luminance contrast has a stronger influence on the
selection of fixation points than colour contrast. Luminance contrast and colour contrast interact
linearly. The effect of both contrasts together equals the sum of the single contrast effects.
Feature contrasts were found to influence fixations independently of each other. Therefore, it was
possible to extract the impact of each feature contrast separately from the recorded data.

The findings of this study can be explained fully by the classical saliency map model, with
the addition of weighting luminance contrast more strongly than colour contrast in its
contribution to overall saliency. But due to the high range of the gradient, the modifications were
very obvious and stimuli did not look natural. Therefore, it is possible that areas of high contrast
were preferred because higher-order features were only recognizable in these areas. Further
studies, where gradients of lower ranges are introduced, are necessary to investigate the
contribution of top-down and bottom-up features to the outcome of this study.
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1 Introduction

When viewing and analysing complex natural scenes, humans do not process all the
information at once. Attention is directed to small parts of the scene that appear to be especially
important or interesting. Researchers usually differentiate between two different mechanisms of
visual attention, overt and covert. Covert attention is attention without eye movements, it can be
thought of as a kind of virtual spotlight (Itti & Koch, 2001). Overt attention involves eye
movements. The eyes scan the image in rapid saccadic movements, which alternate with longer
fixations in areas that attract attention (Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004). Information in the area that is
fixated is processed more profoundly. Tracking a subject’s eye movements when looking at a
stimulus is a standard procedure for studying human overt shift of visual attention (Reinagel &
Zador, 1999; Parkhurst, Law & Niebur, 2002; Einhäuser & König 2003; Parkhurst & Niebur,
2004).

Areas that attract attention have to have some kind of characteristic that distinguishes them
from other locations in an image or in a natural scene. When humans see an image for the first
time, their eyes quickly scan it to take in all the information it holds (Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004).
To be able to do this efficiently, a rapid selection about where to look has to be made. Areas that
attract attention need to stand out from the others, so that in a time span of milliseconds, they get
noticed and selected for the placement of a fixation. Two different selection mechanisms
influence the allocation of attention (Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004): a top-down, goal-driven
mechanism, and a bottom-up, stimulus-driven one.

Attention can be shifted to a specific area because of its semantic content. For example, a
flower, or some other object that carries meaning, might attract attention more than an area of
randomly coloured pixels. This kind of attention allocation involves some conscious decision
about what is interesting on the part of the observer. It is a goal-directed mechanism based on the
observer’s expectations, attentions and past experiences (Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004). Also, areas
of an image are treated in a more holistic fashion; objects as a whole attract attention, and not the
single features that they are made up of. Semantic content is, therefore, a top-down feature of an
image.

Basic stimulus features attract attention in a more automatic, non-volatile way. These are
low-level features, the single parts that make up a composite stimulus. Low-level features are,
among others, colour, luminance or orientation. In themselves they carry no semantic content, but
the objects in an image are made up of a specific combination of these features. Low-level
features attract attention in a more stimulus-driven, sometimes compulsory mechanism
(Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004). If a single low-level feature distinguishes an area in an image from
its surroundings, this area attracts attention. It is irrelevant for the bottom-up allocation of
attention if a selected location contains relevant information for the observer or not. Semantic
content of a region is disregarded, only the location’s conspicuity due to low-level features is
important. Low-level features influence the allocation of attention in a bottom-up manner.

Studies have shown, that the intensity of a certain feature in a specific location is not
sufficient to explain why an area appears conspicuous (Itti & Koch, 2000). What makes an area
conspicuous in a bottom-up sense is the degree to which it “pops out” from its surroundings. For
example, a red ball will not attract attention among a hundred other red balls, but on a green lawn
it will be detected at once. The local centre-surround differences are what most bottom-up models
of human visual attention assume to attract attention (Itti & Koch, 2001). This is consistent with
many studies on human subjects (Parkhurst et al., 2002; Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004; Reinagel &
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Zador, 1999). The centre-surround difference is a measure for how much one point in an image
differs from its surroundings. For most features, this is equivalent to the contrast. Contrast is the
spatial difference in intensity or value of a feature at a location (Itti & Koch, 2000). Attention is
attracted in a bottom-up manner if contrast is high. Therefore, it is the local contrast of a feature,
which contributes to the conspicuity of this feature at a location.

The conspicuity of separate features combined yields the overall saliency of an area in an
image. Saliency can be defined as the measure for how much an area stands out from its
surroundings, or how much it attracts attention. High conspicuity of single features leads to high
overall salience, which leads to a high fixation probability at this point. There are different
features that contribute to the saliency of a location in a bottom-up fashion, and different theories
about which are the most influential ones. The overall saliency of an image can be computed by a
saliency map.

A saliency map combines the different feature channels that influence the salience of a
location (Itti & Koch, 2001). It is a spatial map of an image, which shows the different degrees of
saliency in all parts of the image. The feature contrast of each feature is computed for the whole
image. This results in a spatial contrast map or conspicuity map (Itti & Koch 2000) for each
feature. All these feature maps feed into the saliency map and contribute to the computation of
the overall distribution of saliency in the image.

There are different ways of modelling the combined influence of different features on
salience. Different features can interact linearly or non-linearly in their contribution to the overall
saliency. If features interact linearly, then the salience of each feature map adds up to the overall
saliency. Moderately high saliencies in all feature maps would add up to the same saliency value
as an extremely high salience of one feature, and low salience in all others. Another possible
interaction would be a winner-take-all kind of influence. The feature with the highest saliency at
that point in the image determines the saliency value in the overall saliency map. A more
moderate possibility would be that each feature contributes to the overall saliency, but to a
different degree. For example, one feature could have twice the influence as another. A saliency
map model can be implemented with linear or weighted interaction of features, or as a winner-
take-all model.

Separate features also need not necessarily be independent of one another. It is also
possible that the contribution of one feature map to the overall salience is dependent on the
contribution of another feature. This would also influence the interaction of features.

The classical saliency map model as proposed by Koch and Ullman (1985), elaborated in
more detail by Itti and Koch (2000), assumes independent features that interact linearly. Seven
independent features are considered in the model, among them colour, intensity and orientation.
Each feature consists of a set of sub-features, which are the basis for calculating the centre-
surround differences for the separate feature maps. For colour, for example, these are the values
red, green, blue and yellow. The model filters each feature map out of the original image,
computes the conspicuity of each feature in a separate feature map by calculating the centre-
surround differences and normalizing them. The resulting conspicuity maps are combined
linearly to give the topographic saliency map of the image. A winner-take-all mechanism detects
the region with the highest saliency and directs attention towards it. Attention is shifted to the
next most salient target by inhibition of return of the present target of attention. If the model is
accurate, and attention is guided mainly by bottom-up influences, the classical saliency model is
an estimation of where humans look, and what path their gaze typically follows when studying an
image.
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Parkhurst, Law and Niebur (2002) examined the degree to which visual attention is guided
by stimulus salience. Participants free viewed a series of unmodified complex images, natural as
well as artificial. Their eye movements were recorded. Salience was determined by using a
computational model of purely bottom-up selective attention, which calculates a saliency map
from input of three feature channels, luminance, colour and orientation. The model was based o
the saliency map model introduced above. They found that attention is stimulus-driven, and that
the influence of bottom-up features is strongest right after stimulus onset, when top-down
influence is presumably weakest. The effect of each separate feature on attention depended
strongly on the kind of image shown. They also found that the salience of an area was reduced if
it lay in the periphery of the visual field. Parkhurst, Law and Niebur found a positive correlation
between stimulus saliency and location of fixations. These results provide evidence that the
allocation of attention under natural viewing conditions is significantly guided by stimulus-driven
bottom-up mechanisms.

In a subsequent study Einhäuser and König (2003) investigated further the bottom-up
influence of luminance contrast on the allocation of attention. They recorded and evaluated
fixation points of humans when viewing natural and modified natural images. They modified
luminance contrast in five randomly situated patches of 80 x 80 pixel, either increasing it or
decreasing it to various degrees. They confirmed Parkhurst, Law and Niebur’s (2002) finding that
luminance contrast was especially high at fixation points. They obtained this result by comparing
luminance contrast at actual fixations in a specific image to luminance contrast at all fixations
made over all images laid onto the specific image. But when comparing the selection of fixation
points in unmodified images to fixations in images, which had patches of modified contrast, they
obtained two interesting results. Firstly, when contrast was only moderately increased or
decreased, this did not significantly affect the selection of fixation points. Secondly, a strong
reduction of luminance contrast attracted attention, rather than repelling it. Einhäuser and König
(2003) conclude that, although there is a correlation between overt attention and luminance
contrast, this correlation is not causal, that is to say that elevated luminance contrast is not a
primary reason for selection of a location for fixation. They were not able to detect a causal
contribution of luminance contrast to a saliency map of human overt attention (Einhäuser &
König, 2003).

Parkhurst and Niebur (2004) challenged these results on the grounds of methodological
problems. They reproduced Einhäuser and König’s (2003) results using the same experimental
paradigm and a larger number of stimuli, to reduce memorisation. They implement a purely
bottom up model of visual attention, which they argue is able to explain the results without
appealing to top-down influences.  In this model saliency is modelled by luminance contrast and
texture contrast. Parkhurst and Niebur (2004) define texture contrast as a second-order stimulus
property resulting from local variation of luminance contrast or other texture properties. They
argue that by altering luminance contrast consistently in a patch of the image, Einhäuser and
König (2003) kept local luminance contrast levels constant but altered texture contrast on a larger
spatial scale. In other words, the patches with altered contrast were detectable in the image. These
areas were more conspicuous than in the unmodified images, which Parkhurst and Niebur (2004)
attributed to elevated texture contrast. Parkhurst and Niebur (2004) attribute the increased
fixation frequency in areas where luminance contrast is decreased to increased salience due to
increased texture contrast and are therefore able to explain Einhäuser and König’s (2003) results
with a purely bottom-up model of visual attention.
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The main goal of this study is to investigate the effect of luminance contrast and colour
contrast isolated from the influence of texture contrast, and also to investigate the implications of
the obtained results on the classical saliency map model for explaining human fixation behaviour.
In particular, the interaction of luminance contrast and colour contrast was studied, and they were
tested for independence of each other.

To exclude the influence of an introduced change in texture contrast on fixation behaviour,
a different approach to contrast modification than Einhäuser and König (2003) was chosen.
Instead of modifying contrast evenly in a patch of the image, contrast was modified along a
gradient over the whole image. Two kinds of contrast modifications were introduced. Luminance
contrast and colour contrast were modified along a gradient. It was not possible to detect a
change of contrast locally; therefore no change in texture contrast apart from the texture contrast
present in the natural image was introduced. Due to the modification of luminance contrast or
colour contrast the texture contrast was increased globally in the whole image, but it was
increased evenly and homogeneously in all parts of the image. There was no abrupt and
detectable change in luminance or colour contrast; therefore texture contrast was not modified
locally.

The interaction of colour and luminance contrast was investigated by comparing the effect
of luminance contrast and colour contrast modifications separately on fixation behaviour to the
conjoint effect of both contrast modifications. Points of interest were, if they interacted linearly
or not and which of the two had a greater influence on the direction of attention.

The independence of colour and luminance contrast in their influence on the allocation of
attention was examined by comparing artificial distribution of fixations under the assumption that
they are independent to the actual fixation distribution, when both contrasts were modified.

  These questions are especially interesting as this is one of the first studies that investigates
the effect of colour contrast on visual attention in detail and also that studies the influence of
luminance contrast on attention in coloured stimuli. Another study, which examines the
interaction of colour and luminance contrast, is being conducted by Frey (2004), but the
paradigm to alter colour contrast is a different one.

Results of this study indicate, that colour contrast and luminance contrast affect allocation
of attention independent of each other, and interact linearly. Luminance contrast seems to have a
stronger effect than colour contrast, though. The effect of luminance contrast and colour contrast
alone are sufficient to explain fixation behaviour. Independently of the introduced modifications,
subjects have a tendency to look towards the top of an image more frequently than to the bottom.

The results obtained from this study confirm the classical model of overt visual attention,
which assumes different features contribute to saliency independently of each other and interact
linearly to determine the saliency of a location. This model is sufficient to explain fixation
behaviour of subjects in this study.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

For the pre-experiment, five subjects (two male and three female, aged between 21 and 27
years) with normal, uncorrected vision were used. All five were students of Cognitive Science at
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the University of Osnabrück. They volunteered for the experiment, were unaware of the purpose
and had not yet been exposed to the stimuli used.

For the main experiment 12 subjects were used (Table 1). Five were male, seven female,
aged between 20 and 25 years. Two wore glasses; the others had normal, uncorrected vision.
They were students at the University of Osnabrück and had volunteered to take part in the
experiment. They were either paid 5,00€ per trial, or their participation was accredited. All
subjects were unaware of the purpose of the experiment and had not previously been exposed to
the stimuli used in the experiment.

All experiments were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each
subject. Subjects were informed about the eye tracking equipment, and the experimental setup,
and were free to take a break or leave whenever they wished to do so. After the experiment,
subjects were briefly informed about the goals of the study (see appendix).

The data obtained from four of the subjects (two male, two female) had to be discarded for
various reasons (Table 1). One trial was aborted due to headache, two subjects wore glasses and
it was not possible to track the cornea reflection. The fourth subject had a mean error of over 0.7°

Main Experiment: Subjects

Table 1: Eye tracking details of all participants in the main experiment. The table shows the gender
of subjects, whether they wore glasses and if their trial was included in the analysis of results. If it was not
included, the reason is stated. The table also gives the mean and maximum error (in degrees) after the
first calibration period of each trial, the number of trials each subject participated in, and the eye which
was tracked. If subjects participated in more than one trial, errors of each trial in succession are given.

Subject Gender Glasses Included in
analysis

Mean
error

Maximum
error

# Trials Eye
tracked

BJ M no yes 0.34 ° 0.65 ° 1 left
BT M no no, aborted 0.70 ° 1.44 °
CT F no yes 0.69 ° 1.26 ° 1 right
HS M no no, error

too high
1.33 ° 2.81 °

JS F yes no, no cornea reflection
KW F yes no, no cornea reflection
MA F no yes 0.23 °

0.38 °
0.39 °

0.76 °
1.17 °
1.03 °

3 left

MC F no yes 0.3 °
0.26 °
0.37 °

0.75 °
0.51 °
0.68 °

3 left

MEH F no yes 0.63 ° 0.94 ° 1 right
MH M no yes 0.26 °

0.49 °
0.60 °

0.63 °
0.80 °
1.60 °

3 right

TJ M no yes 0.61 ° 1.34 ° 1 left
VG F no yes 0.25 °

0.39 °
0.55 °

0.51 °
0.72 °
1.31 °

3 right
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after calibration (see section 2.3) of the eye tracker. The other eight subjects had good calibration
values. Four had a mean error of 0.3° or less and, therefore, participated in three trials each,
instead of one.

2.2 Stimuli

All stimuli used in the experiment were based on a set of 128 photographs of natural
scenes, which have been used for previous experiments by Einhäuser & König (2003). The
content of the images subjectively resembles pictures of natural stimuli taken previously by a
camera mounted onto the head of a cat, thereby following the cat’s gaze direction (Kayser et al.,
2003). The images all depict an outdoor environment, like forest or fields, close-ups of grass and
leaves and the like (Figure 1). Only a few of the pictures contain man-made objects or other
traces of humans, and these are not prominent. The pictures were taken in the surroundings of the
Institute of Neuroinformatics of the University of Zürich, using a high quality digital camera (3.3
Mega pixel colour mosaic CCD, Nikon Coolpix 995, Tokyo, Japan) with high spatial resolution.
The stimuli were coloured and had a resolution of 2048 x 1536.
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Two distinct kinds of modifications were applied to the images.  Both the colour contrast
and the luminance contrast were decreased along a gradient. To be able to do this, the images
were converted from RGB-colour space to HSV-colour space using the standard MatLab
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) built-in function rgb2hsv.

2.2.1 HSV colour space

The HSV colour space is especially well adapted to the kind of modifications performed.
Each pixel in a coloured image is represented as a vector of three numbers between 0 and 1.
Therefore, the image consists of three separate overlaid levels, or planes. The first level
represents the hue, or the colour value. Values at both ends of the scale are red. As the value
increases, the colour changes from red over yellow, green, blue and purple back to red. The
second level gives the intensity values for saturation. Saturation can be thought of as purity of
colour, or as a measure for how much grey is mixed in with the colour. If the saturation intensity
equals zero, the pixel is not coloured, but only a shade of grey. If saturation equals one, the
colour is fully saturated with no grey component. The last level represents the value, which is
basically equivalent to luminance. As the value decreases, colours converge to black. In other
words, perfect white is represented in the HSV colour space as [* 0 1], black as [* * 0]. Due to
this separation into three distinct levels, luminance contrast and colour contrast could each be
modified independently by modifying one of the three levels, luminance contrast over the value
plane, and colour contrast over the saturation plane.

2.2.2 Luminance contrast

Luminance contrast is defined as the difference between luminance intensity of areas in an
image. Areas can be two neighbouring pixels or whole regions. Luminance contrast is high if a
very dark area lies next to a very light one, and low if the luminance intensity of two
neighbouring areas is very similar. To measure luminance contrast between two single points,
calculate the absolute difference of the luminance of these two points. Luminance contrast in a
region can be calculated using the definition of Reinagel & Zador (1999): contrast equals the
standard deviation of the luminance within a square image region divided by the mean intensity
of the image. This is an extension of the measure of contrast between two points and is
numerically robust.

In the present experimental paradigm, however, a gradient was introduced over the natural
contrast in the stimuli. Luminance contrast itself was only altered indirectly by modifying the
luminance intensity of each pixel. It decreased along a pre-specified, constant and known
gradient, but the proportions of contrast orthogonal to the gradient stayed unchanged, as in the
natural image. Therefore, it was not necessary, neither for the modification of stimuli, nor for the
analysis of subjects’ fixation patterns, to calculate the contrast in a specific area.

A linear gradient was introduced in four different directions, horizontally from left to right
and from right to left, and vertically from top to bottom and vice versa. Contrast was modified in
a way that it decreased consistently from natural on one side of the image towards zero on the
other. However, the programme producing the stimuli (see Appendix) contained an error. This
was noticed only during analysis of the results. There is an inconsistency in the range of the
gradient introduced. The vertical luminance contrast is modified in a way that the gradient only
has approximately 75% of the span of the horizontal luminance contrast gradient. The error
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applies only to vertical luminance contrast. All other gradients run from natural to zero, as
planned.

For each pixel at position (y, x) in the image (1 ≤ y ≤ 1536; 1≤ x ≤ 2048), the distance of the
original luminance intensity of that pixel L0 (y, x) to the mean luminance of the whole image 〈L0〉
was calculated, and shortened by a factor α, depending on the direction of the gradient and the
position of the pixel along that gradient. This resulted in the following formula to alter luminance
contrast:

L (y, x) = 〈L0〉 + α ( L0 (y, x) – 〈L0〉 )

where α was dependent on the orientation and direction of the gradient, and the relative position
of the pixel along that gradient. For the horizontal gradient, α  always equalled zero on the low
end of the gradient, and one on the other, increasing linearly. In the case that luminance contrast
increased vertically to the top of the image, α  went from 0.25 to 1. When luminance contrast
increased vertically to the bottom, α  was between 0 and 0.75. It was calculated with one of the
following four functions:

horizontal gradient, contrast increase to the right side of the image:
α = (x – 1) / (2048 – 1) range of α : [0  1]

horizontal gradient, contrast increase to the left:
α = (2048 – x) / (2048 – 1) range of α : [0  1]

vertical gradient, contrast increase towards the bottom of the image:
α = (y – 1) / (2048 – 1) range of α : [0  0.7499]

vertical gradient, contrast increase towards the top:
α = (2048 – y) / (2048 – 1) range of α : [0.2501  1]

Decreasing the distance of the luminance of every pixel to the mean luminance implies
shortening the distance between the luminance intensity of pixels, thereby lowering the
luminance contrast. The luminance of all pixels on the same level along the gradient was
decreased by the same factor, thus preserving the proportions of luminance change between
pixels, while gradually decreasing the overall contrast.

2.2.3 Colour contrast

If the HSV colour space were imagined as a 3-dimensional sphere, then saturation would
vary along an axis exactly orthogonal to luminance. So basically, when altering the colour
contrast, the same procedure as for the luminance contrast is applied, only rotated by 90°.

Colour contrast is the measure for how much one colour stands out among others. An area
with fully saturated complementary colours like red and green has a very high contrast, whereas
an area with shades of one colour has a rather low colour contrast. When saturation decreases, the
grey component of the colour shade increases, colours become less distinguishable, and the
colour contrast of an area decreases (On a black and white photo, a red bucket among green
bushes is very hard to spot.).
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Colour contrast can also be modified by changing the hue values of colours. This technique
was used by Frey (2004). This did not seem advisable for this experimental paradigm however.
The aim was to introduce a gradual change in contrast, without it being obvious where exactly the
change became noticeable, and also to leave the images as close to natural as possible. Colour is a
very important indicator of naturalness. Also, changing the hue of the image could have side
effects on the luminance, which had to be avoided. Therefore, it was preferable to change colour
contrast by changing the saturation values.

Colour contrast was modified along a gradient analogously to luminance contrast, by
decreasing the saturation values of pixels on the second plane of the HSV colour space according
to the direction of the gradient and the relative position of the pixel along the gradient. The
saturation value of each pixel S (y, x) was obtained by decreasing the original saturation S0 (y, x)
by factor α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1):

S (y, x) = α  * S0 (y, x)

where α  was dependent on the direction of the introduced gradient, but was always 0 at the low
end of the gradient, and 1 at the high end. See above for functions to calculate α  for a horizontal
colour contrast gradient. The function for α  for a vertical colour contrast gradient differ from the
functions for a vertical luminance contrast gradient:

vertical gradient, contrast increase towards the bottom of the image:
α = (y – 1) / (1536 – 1) range of α : [0  1]

vertical gradient, contrast increase towards the top:
α = (1536 – y) / (1536 – 1) range of α : [0  1]

As for luminance contrast, the colour contrast decreases linearly while conserving the
proportions of saturation at each point along the gradient.

2.2.4 Choice of gradient

Increase in contrast higher than natural was not introduced, as multiplication by any factor
larger than one would have led to the effect that some pixels have luminance or saturation values
of more than one, which cannot be displayed in the HSV colour space. All luminance values
larger than one would then be downsized to one, which would create an unwanted change in the
local contrast in the region around each of these pixels. Contrast would not be evenly increased,
and the proportions between pixels would be contorted. The introduced contrast decrease needed
to be rather strong in order to achieve a significant effect on fixation behaviour. Before starting
the experiment, nothing was known about the strength of gradient needed to influence eye
movements visibly, therefore it seamed advisable to begin with the strongest possible alteration, a
decrease to zero.

Modifying the contrast along a gradient does not affect texture contrast locally. Texture
contrast is increased globally but homogeneously over the whole image. Locally, there is no
perceptible change in luminance contrast or colour contrast. Therefore, there is no local change of
texture contrast introduced by these modifications.
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After modifying the contrast as described above, the stimuli were resized to a size of 1024
x 768 pixel and converted back to RGB colour space using the MatLab function hsv2rgb. Images
were saved in bmp-format, with a resolution of 1024 x 768. Stimuli were generated on an iMac
G4 / 1 GB computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA), using MatLab 6.5.1 (Mathworks, Natick,
MA, USA), including the Image, Graphics and Statistics toolboxes.

2.3 Apparatus and Experimental Setup

2.3.1 Eye tracking paradigm

To record the subjects’ eye position, the Eyelink II eye tracking system (SR Research Ltd.,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) was used. This system does not require head fixation, making
experiments much more comfortable for the subjects. It is fixated on the subject’s head with an
adjustable headband (Figure 2).

The Eyelink II is capable of compensating head movements to a certain degree. It does so
by sending infrared rays to four sensors at the corners of the monitor, tracking the alignment of
the head position with the screen. Additionally, an infrared beam is sent into the pupil and
reflected on the cornea. This enables the system to determine whether pupil movement was due
to head position shift or eye movement.
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Pupils and cornea reflection
are tracked with two cameras
adjusted under the subject’s eyes.
Pupil position is measured in
degrees of visual angle and
converted to pixel according to the
screen resolution and the distance
from the screen during the
experiment (Figure 3).

In order to map pupil position
accurately onto gaze direction, the
eye tracker needs to be calibrated.
Nine fixation points on a 3 x 3 grid
in form of black circles are
presented successively on the
screen, the subject fixates and the
eye position is recorded. To validate
the measurements, the same nine
fixation points are presented again
and the mean and maximum
deviation of the eye position from
the original measurements is

calculated. Single fixation points are presented at intervals, to check for drift due to the head
camera slipping. Inaccurate fixation during calibration leads to high errors during validation. To
guarantee exact and accurate data, calibration had to be as exact as possible and deviation during
validation minimal.

Eyelink II records data at a sample rate of 250 Hz, if tracking both pupil and cornea
reflection. The data is written to an EDF-File giving the experiment name, calibration and
validation values, as well as eye position data on a timeline, and marking fixations, blinks and
saccades.

2.3.2 Hardware

The experiment was run on a Powermac G4 /1,256 GB computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA,
USA), the eye position recorded by the Eyelink II software on a PC, Pentium 4.2.6 (Dell Inc.,
Round Rock, TX, USA). Synchronization of the two computers used for stimulus presentation
and eye position recording was achieved via a network cable connection.

Stimuli were presented on a 21-inch Samsung SyncMaster 1100 DF 2004 (Samsung
Electronics Co. Ltd., Korea) CRT monitor, at a display resolution of 1024 x 768 pixel and a
refresh rate of 120 Hz. The monitor was located approximately 80 cm away from the subject
(Figure 3). The subject was not head-fixated and the subject’s eyes were level to the centre of the
screen.

Before each experimental run, the colour settings of the monitor were calibrated and
readjusted using the monitor-profiling device Eye-One Display (GretagMacbeth AG,
Regensburg, CH). This ensured a consistent colour display for all trials, and a representation of
colours as close to natural as possible. Subjects, therefore, all saw the stimuli under equivalent
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viewing conditions. A natural colour representation was especially important, as the stimuli were
based on natural images and the effect of colour contrast was evaluated.

2.3.3 Experimental setup

During the experiment, the room was semi-dark, in order to minimize distraction. The
conductor of the experiment was present during the whole time.

To calibrate the eye tracker, validate the measurements, and correct drift, the standard
procedures as described above were used. Data was not considered for the evaluation and
analysis of results if the mean error during validation was above 0.7°, or the cornea reflection
could not be tracked (Table 1).

The fixation cues appeared on a medium intensity grey background. The background colour
was exactly the mean colour of all the stimuli presented. Therefore, subjects did not need to adapt
to the brightness or hue of the images shown.

Only one eye was tracked during all trials. Calibration results of right and left eye usually
differed in every subject, so only the eye with the smallest mean deviation after validation was
consistently tracked in all blocks and all trials. In the majority of cases, this eye always fixated
more accurately than the other one.

Subjects with very good calibration results (mean deviation of 0.3 or better) were asked to
participate in more than one trial. This was done to have more data where fixation was very
accurate. Four subjects sat through three experimental runs each. After three trials it was assumed
that they had started to memorize some of the stimuli, which was confirmed by the subjects when
questioned after the third trial. Subjects only participated in one trial per day; usually two days
lay between trials to keep a possible memory effect as low as possible.

2.4 Experimental Paradigm

2.4.1 Conditions

The stimuli were presented in 25 different conditions (Figure 4), nine controls and 16
conditions in which both luminance contrast (LC) and colour contrast (CC) were altered. One of
the controls was the original unaltered natural image (Figure 4, red frame; LC 0, CC 0). In four of
the controls, only the luminance contrast was modified. The contrast gradient ran in two
orientations, horizontal and vertical, in both directions respectively. Specifically, in one control
condition contrast increased horizontally towards the right side of the image (Figure 4; LC 1, CC
0), in another horizontally to the left (LC 2, CC 0), in a third vertically towards the bottom of the
image (LC 3, CC 0), and in the last vertically towards the top (LC 4, CC 0). Analogously, there
were four controls with only colour contrast altered: increase to the right (LC 0, CC 1), the left
(LC 0, CC 2), the bottom (LC 0, CC 3) and the top (LC 0, CC 4).
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In the experimental conditions both luminance contrast and colour contrast are altered
(Figure 4, green frame), each luminance contrast gradient direction is combined with every
colour contrast gradient direction, resulting in 16 conditions overall. Eight of these are one-
dimensional, that is to say both gradients are either horizontal or vertical (e.g. LC 1, CC 2), the
remaining eight are two-dimensional, with one horizontal gradient and one vertical one (e.g. LC
1, CC 4).
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2.4.2 Pre-experiment

Previously to the main experiment a pre-experiment was conducted to test the eye tracker
and to determine whether an effect of gradient was visible. It served as a control if the conditions
and presentation time were sufficient and the modifications efficient enough. This was especially
interesting for colour contrast, as not many experiments examining colour contrast alterations
have been conducted yet. Subjects saw four sample images in all 16 experimental conditions
(Figure 4, green frame), 64 images in total. All subjects saw all 64 images in a randomized order,
for a period of three seconds per image. As a result of the pre-experiments the nine control
conditions were added to the experimental paradigm. The data obtained from these experiments
was not incorporated into the analysis and interpretation of results.

2.4.3 Sequence

During the main experiment the eye tracker was first adjusted and calibrated according to
the standard procedure described above. The subjects then saw 128 images for the duration of
three seconds each. Presentation of images alternated with a grey screen, in the centre of which
there was a black circular cue, which the subjects had to fixate before continuing. As soon as
subjects fixated and held their gaze steady, the conductor of the experiment pressed a key on the
keyboard, which triggered the presentation of the next image. The key press was not done by the
subjects themselves, so as not to distract them and introduce a bias gaze direction. This procedure
was applied during calibration and validation as well. After 64 images, the trial was interrupted
briefly to give the subject the chance to relax and take off the head camera. The second block of
64 images was presented after a further calibration period.

Each of the 128 stimuli was shown exactly once per trial, in a random order. The 25
conditions were evenly distributed among the images; the remaining three images were randomly
assigned a condition. This means that 125 conditions were presented five times and three
conditions six times per trial. One image was never presented a second time in the same
condition in any trial, thus there were 25 possible combinations of image and condition. For each
trial one of these combinations was randomly selected. The images were assigned the conditions
they were to be presented in and then their order randomized. Out of 25 combinations, 16 were
considered for the analysis of results.

To avoid a task-specific bias to the fixation patterns of subjects, they were merely
instructed to study the images carefully. One trial took about 45 minutes including eye tracker
setup and break.

2.5 Analysing Data/ Statistics

Data was analysed using MatLab 6.5.1. The raw data stored in EDF files by Eyelink II was
converted to ASCII using the asc2mat converter programme provided by Eyelink II. Gaze
coordinates, time, length, coordinates of fixations, and other relevant data, were imported to
MatLab with an adapted version of the function asc2mat (Tichacek 2004).
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2.5.1 Fixations

Fixations indicate which points capture a subject’s attention, therefore, fixation patterns
were analysed. A fixation occurs when a subject looks steadily at the same spot in an image over
a length of time. Figure 5 shows an example of an eye trace of one subject (TJ), while viewing
the displayed image (condition: LC 4, CC 1). The red line marks the path followed by the
subject’s eye. It starts at the green star, which marks the first fixation. The yellow stars mark the
following fixations the subject made.

In the EDF files, Eyelink II recorded when a fixation occurred. The eye tracker used two
cut-off criteria to decide if a subject fixated or not. Fixations were defined as the inverse of a
saccade. The onset of a saccade was recorded, when an eye acceleration threshold of 8000 deg/
sec2 was exceeded, and the eye shifted from its previous position by at least 0.1 degrees. The
saccade lasted as long as eye velocity was above 30 degrees per second. Fixations were recorded
between the end of one saccade and the onset of the next. The eye tracker detected about nine to
eleven fixations per three seconds with this method. The eye tracker fixation definition was
verified by calculating fixations from the raw data using a distance of more than 3 pixels between
two recorded data points as the only cut-off criterion.  The coordinates of these fixations and the
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Eyelink-defined fixations were concordant (see also Tichacek 2004). However, the eye tracker
defined fewer fixations, as it had an additional cut-off criterion. Therefore, in all further data
analysis, the fixations calculated by the eye tracker were used.

In all images and for all subjects the first fixation was always in the centre of the image.
Subsequent fixations were distributed across the whole image according to condition. Figure 6
displays the first three fixations of subject TJ in all 128 images. It clearly shows that the first
fixations (red dots) are concentrated in the centre of the image (around [512, 384] ), and the
second and third fixations (blue and green dots) are much more widely distributed. Since subjects
fixated the centre of the screen immediately before the onset of each new image, the first fixation
was a delayed result of this centred cue and was in no way related to the image properties. The
first fixation in each image was therefore not considered for analysis.

Analysis was done over all fixations in all images shown in the same condition for each
subject separately. No distinction was made between images. After comparing the effect of
contrast on each subject separately (see section 3 Results), all further analysis was done over all
subjects.
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2.5.2 KS-Test

To compare fixation distributions in the one-dimensional conditions, where both contrast
gradients had the same orientation, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test (KS-Test) of significance for
distributions that are functions of single, independent variables was used (Press et al., 1995).
From a list of uncorrelated data points, an unbiased estimate of the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the probability function, from which these data points were drawn, is
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calculated. The KS-Test compares the behaviour of two CDFs between their largest and smallest
values. It calculates the maximum value of the absolute difference between two CDFs, and if it is
above the significance threshold, then the two sets of data points are significantly different. A
two-sided or a one-sided test can be done, and the KS-Test can be applied to distributions, that
are not normally distributed or Gaussians. The KS-Test was applied to either the x- or the y-
coordinates of a set of fixation points, depending on the orientation of the gradient (horizontal: x-
axis; vertical: y-axis).

To test for significance, the MatLab function kstest2 was used. It calculates the significance
of difference of two data sets, for which it takes all data points of a set into account. It had to be
modified though, to reduce the number of uncorrelated data points it considered. Without this
modification, it returned a significant difference even for only slightly shifted curves. This
happened because the KS-Test assumes all input data points to be independent of each other,
whereas the position of one fixation point is to some measure dependent on the preceding
fixation and in its turn influences the position of the following fixation.

To compute the correlation of fixation points, all fixation coordinates along the x-axis and
the y-axis were strung together, and the autocorrelation of these two vectors was calculated using
the MatLab function xcorr (Figure 7). The vectors were normalized, so that the correlation of a
point with itself was exactly one, and the mean fixation subtracted, to increase the threshold for
correlation. The correlation of each data point with every other data point in the vector was
calculated. If one fixation directly succeeds another, then both their x-coordinates (Figure 7; blue
plot, enlarged section) and their y-coordinates (red plot) are correlated to a degree above chance.
Only once data points are separated by at least one other fixation, their correlation drops below
0.5. So only every second fixation made is truly independent.

The function kstest2 was modified in a way that it could take a scaling factor as an
additional input argument. It then divided the total number of data points by that factor. In the
above case it considered only every second element in the set of data points, as only every second
element was independent. This increased the threshold for significant difference between two
distributions.

2.5.3 Interaction

Interaction between luminance contrast and colour contrast was investigated by adding the
shift of fixations caused by one contrast gradient to the shift of fixations caused by the other, and
then comparing this value to the actual shift of fixations in the corresponding condition in which
both gradients were present. This was done by calculating the distance of the median fixation in
each condition to the median fixation in the unmodified images. The median was used, as it is
more robust and less influenced by outliers. The distances of the median fixations of the different
gradients were then added up or subtracted from each other and compared to the conditions
where gradients ran parallel or anti-parallel. If interaction between the two contrasts were linear,
then the influence of both gradients (I(lc+cc)) should be just as large as the influence of one
(I(lc)) added to the influence of the other (I(cc)):

I(lc+cc) = I(lc) + I(cc) (linear interaction)

The degree of dependence between colour contrast and luminance contrast and their
influence on fixation behaviour when viewing images in two-dimensional conditions (contrast
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gradients perpendicular to each other) was investigated by calculating the mutual information
between the fixation distributions along the direction of the luminance contrast gradient and the
colour contrast gradient.

2.5.4 Mutual information, DKL

The mutual information (MI) of two distributions is a measure for how much information
(in bits) one distribution yields about the other. In other words, the MI states how much can be
concluded about the position of a fixation along one axis given the position on the other axis. The
MI can be computed via the entropy (average information content) of each distribution:

MI (LC, CC)= - (H (LC, CC) – H (LC) – H (CC))

where H(LC, CC) is the joint entropy of the distributions LC and CC. If the two distributions are
independent, then

H (LC, CC) = H (LC) + H (CC)

and the mutual information is zero (MacKay, 2003).
The mutual information between LC and CC can also be computed by the Kullback-

Leibler-Divergence (DKL). The DKL computes the difference between two probability distributions
P and Q:

DKL (P || Q)= Σx P(x) * log (P(x)/Q(x)) ,
DKL (P || Q) ≥ 0

where
DKL (P || Q) = 0

if P and Q are exactly alike.
The MI is equivalent to the DKL for probability distributions that are not arbitrary

(Schneidmann et al., 2003):

MI (LC, CC) = DKL (P(lc,cc) || P(lc) x P(cc))

To compute the interdependence of luminance contrast and colour contrast (MI(LC, CC))
with respect to their influence on fixation patterns, the DKL of the conditional probability
distribution (P(lc,cc)) and the outer product of the independent distributions (P(lc) x P(cc)) is
calculated. If LC and CC are independent, then

P(lc,cc) =  P(lc) x P(cc) (independence)
and

DKL (P(lc,cc) || P(lc) x P(cc)) = 0

For each two-dimensional condition, the conditional fixation probability distribution
(P(lc,cc)) matrix is calculated. To reduce noise, the image is divided into 6 x 8 regions and the
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Figure 8: Probability of fixation of subject TJ in all areas of an image, and the
outer product. The diagram shows TJ's actual fixations (white dots) in all images
shown in condition 14, where luminance contrast increases towards the right and
colour contrast increases towards the top. The image is divided into 48 squares
measuring 128x128 pixel. The probability of a fixation is calculated for each square,
and also for each row and column of squares. The vectors of probabilities for rows and
columns are then multiplied by each other, giving the outer product matrix (small
diagram), which gives fixation probabilities for each area, if the two vectors were
independent.
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probability of a fixation in each region is calculated. Summing up the fixation probabilities of
each row gives the fixation probability distribution along the y-axis, that is, the fixation
probability distribution along the vertical gradient, and analogously, the sums of columns give
the fixation probability distribution along the horizontal gradient.

Figure 8 shows an example of a fixation probability matrix. It displays the actual number of
fixations subject TJ made in condition LC 1, CC 4, where luminance contrast increases
horizontally to the right, and colour contrast vertically to the top. The probability of a fixation is
colour-coded. Along the x-axis, the sum of probabilities of each column is displayed, along the y-
axis the sum of each row. The distribution of fixations along the x-axis is attributed to the
horizontal luminance contrast gradient (P(lc)), the distribution along the y-axis to the vertical
colour contrast gradient (P(cc)).

If the horizontal and vertical probability distributions, P(lc) and P(cc), are multiplied, the
resulting outer product matrix (P(lc) x P(cc); Figure 8, small diagram) computes what the
fixation probability distribution should look like, if luminance contrast and colour contrast
influence fixation patterns totally independently of each other. Therefore,
DKL(P(lc,cc)||P(lc)xP(cc)) calculates the distance between the probability distribution of truly
independent parameters and the actual probability distribution, giving a measure, in bits, of how
much the influence of luminance contrast and colour contrast on fixation behaviour is
interdependent.

3 Results

On the basis of the experimental data, the following questions were investigated: The effect
of luminance contrast and colour contrast separately was analysed, and consistency of fixation
behaviour across all subjects and across trials was examined. The distribution of fixations in one-
dimensional conditions was investigated and the interaction of luminance contrast and colour
contrast analysed. Finally, the distribution of fixations in two-dimensional conditions was
analysed and the mutual information between luminance contrast and colour contrast was
calculated, to test for their independence.

3.1 Effect of a single contrast

Luminance contrast and colour contrast had a definite effect on the fixation behaviour of all
subjects, both the horizontal and the vertical gradients. Merely the strength of the influence
varied strongly from subject to subject.

To determine the strength of influence of contrast on each subject, the median fixation for
each subject and condition was calculated. After comparing mean fixation and median fixation
(Figure 9), the median as a measure for strength of influence was preferred. Fixation points are
distributed densely on the side of the image where contrast is high, but outliers are still very
frequent on the other side of the image. The median is more robust against outliers, and gives a
more accurate picture of the preferred fixation area (Figure 9: the mean for LC increase to the
right (black star) is slightly to the left of the median (black plus), as it is more influences by the
less frequent fixations to the left). Also, when averaging over all subjects, the median is more
robust against single subjects that show extreme behaviour. The mean, by contrast, is very
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strongly influenced by single extremes. To measure strength of influence, the distance between
the median of each condition and the median of the unmodified condition is computed, and also
the distance between medians of opposing conditions, where the gradient direction is switched.

When studying the median fixation in the conditions when the luminance contrast gradient
ran horizontally (cond. 10 and 20 [the first digit of condition numbers codes the LC gradient
direction, the second digit the CC gradient direction]), it becomes obvious that all subjects except
two (VG, MEH) fixate more frequently in the area of the image where the contrast is increased
(Figure 10). The distance between medians of fixations in the two conditions varies strongly
across subjects, and in fact, only for one subject the fixation distributions are significantly
different (MC; modified KS-Test over fixation distributions, α = 0.05, p = 1.2617 x 10 -22).

The reaction to a vertical luminance contrast gradient is similar (Figure 11), although the
vertical luminance contrast gradient only has 75% of the range of the horizontal gradient. Again,
all but two subjects (BJ, TJ) fixate more often in regions of strong contrast, and again, the
strength of the influence varies strongly across subjects, being significant only for one subject
(MC; modified KS-Test, α = 0.05, p = 1.0207 x 10 -9). The findings were repeated for colour
contrast. Five out of eight subjects fixated where colour contrast was strong under a horizontal
gradient (significant: MC; α = 0.05, p = 0.00166), and all eight fixated where colour contrast was
increased in the vertical gradient conditions (significant: MEH; α = 0.05, p = 0.0068707).
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When the gradient runs horizontally, luminance contrast seems to have a much stronger
effect on fixation behaviour than colour contrast. This cannot be said for a vertical gradient.
However, taking into account that the luminance contrast gradient has a smaller range than the
colour contrast gradient, it can be concluded that the luminance contrast has a much stronger
effect than the colour contrast, vertically as well as horizontally, if the gradients are equivalent.

When the contrast gradient is horizontal, fixations are centred around the middle of the
image (at 512 pixel), the median fixation in the unmodified conditions is roughly around 512
pixel for all subjects, and the median in the two conditions where contrast increases to the right or
left are approximately the same distance from the centre of the image. This holds for luminance
contrast and for colour contrast. When the contrast gradient is vertical, however, subjects tend to
fixate in the upper half of the image much more frequently, even when the contrast increases to
the bottom of the image. For luminance contrast, only two subjects have a median fixation below
384 pixels, in those conditions where contrast is increased to the bottom (MC and MEH). For
colour contrast it is only one subject (MEH).
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3.1.1 Variance between subjects

The variance between subjects concerning the strength of the influence of contrast gradients
is very large. Some subjects react very strongly to contrast increase, and fixate only where
contrast is high, others show almost no change in fixation behaviour, and some are influenced
strongly by luminance contrast, but less by colour contrast. But even though the strength of
influence is different, the type of influence is consistent across subjects. Contrast increase attracts
fixation. Also, the single subject’s fixation behaviour is consistent across conditions. Fixation
behaviour cannot be generalised; nevertheless, the data does show a consistent kind of influence
of gradient on all the subjects’ fixations.

Averaging over all subjects can be justified due to the uncommonly large number of
subjects used in this study. Many psychophysics studies use only about four subjects per
experiment. If only a selection of four out of the eight subjects were considered for analysis, any
result could have been achieved, from a highly significant influence of contrast gradients to no
perceptible influence on fixation patterns at all. If a smaller number of subjects had been selected,
it could have well been that they would have all reacted the same way, thus appearing to justify
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averaging. Therefore, further analysis is done over all subjects, as a certain amount of data is
required for analysis.

3.1.2 Memory effect

Trials of subjects that participated in more than one trial were examined for an effect of
memory, as subjects saw each picture three times, albeit in different conditions. The effect of
luminance contrast and colour contrast gradients in the horizontal direction was analysed
separately for trials one to three (Figure 12). A distinction was made between subject MC and the
other three subjects who participated in several trials (MA, MH, VG), as subject MC showed a
very different fixation pattern than all other subjects. MC’s fixations were guided very strongly
by the direction of the gradient. Subjects MA, MH and VG showed no effect of memory, neither
for luminance nor for colour contrast. The distance between the median fixations for the two
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gradient directions remained constant over all three trials. No memory effect on the influence of
luminance contrast is detectable for subject MC, either. Only the influence of the colour contrast
gradient on MC’s fixation behaviour seems to increase over trials. The distance between the
median fixations increases for each successive trial. As a memory effect is found only for one
subject, in one condition, it might be attributable to chance and is neglected for all further
analysis.

3.1.3 Orthogonal side effect of gradient

The possibility of an orthogonal side effect induced by contrast gradients was investigated
by examining fixation distribution along the axis orthogonal to the direction of the gradient
(Figure 13). If the gradient is horizontal (Figure 13; upper diagram), subjects fixate more
frequently in the upper part of the image, no matter if a luminance or colour gradient was
introduced or if the image was shown in the unmodified condition. The direction of gradient had
no influence either. There was no significant difference between distributions along the y-axis
(modified KS-Test; LC, 10 vs. 20: α = 0.05, p = 0.97532; CC, 01 vs. 02: α = 0.05, p = 0.2529).
Therefore, the fixations’ concentration in the top of the image is not due to any kind of influence
of the horizontal gradient, but confirms subjects’ preference for the upper part of an image. When
the gradient is vertical (lower diagram), subjects fixate most frequently around the centre of the
image, independent of condition. The gradient direction plays no role either. There is no
significant difference between gradients in opposing directions (modified KS-Test; LC, 30 vs. 40:
α = 0.05, p = 0.98666; CC, 03 vs. 04: α = 0.05, p = 0.88085).

A horizontal gradient has no effect on subjects’ gaze direction along the vertical axis, and
vice versa. This holds for both luminance contrast and colour contrast. Fixation distribution along
the axis orthogonal to the gradient is the same, independent of condition and direction of
gradient.

3.2  One-dimensional conditions

3.2.1 Horizontal gradient

Fixation distribution in conditions where the luminance contrast gradient and the colour
contrast gradient ran parallel and anti-parallel was also examined. When luminance and colour
contrast increased in the same direction, the number of fixations increased with the contrast
(Figure 14, upper diagram). In the unmodified images, fixations were most frequent in the middle
of the image and decreased evenly towards both sides. Contrast increase to the left led to a steady
increase of fixations to the left as well, although right at the left border, fixation frequency
dropped again. The same holds for a contrast increase to the right. The difference between the
two fixation distributions is significant (modified KS-Test, α = 0.05, p = 1.1518 x 10-24).

Luminance contrast and colour contrast do not have an equally strong influence on
fixations. When the luminance contrast gradient runs in the opposite direction to the colour
contrast gradient, fixations are most frequent in the areas of the image, where the luminance
contrast gradient is increased, even though these are exactly the areas, where colour contrast is
low (Figure 14, lower diagram). The increase in fixation frequency towards a high luminance
contrast is not quite as pronounced as in the condition where the gradient is consolidated by the
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colour contrast. Nevertheless, the difference between the fixation distributions is still significant
(modified KS-Test, α = 0.05, p = 0.00030227). For horizontal gradients, subjects fixate much
more frequently in areas, where luminance contrast is high, even if the colour contrast
counteracts it. Luminance contrast, therefore, has a larger influence on the horizontal gaze shift
than colour contrast.

3.2.2 Vertical gradient

Fixation behaviour along a vertical gradient was not analogous to a horizontal gradient.
When both contrasts increased to the top of the image and consolidated each other (cond. 44), the
frequency of fixation correlated strongly with the contrast strength, dropping only right at the
border of the image again (Figure 15; top diagram). When contrast increased towards the bottom
(cond. 33), however, fixations were evenly spread across the whole image, frequency decreasing
only at the image borders. The fixation distribution for the unmodified images lay in between.
Fixation frequency increased slightly but constantly towards the top of the image, and then fell
again right at the top border. The peak was lower than when both contrasts increased to the top,
however. This bias of fixation towards the top of the image independent of gradient direction
confirms the observation that subjects fixate more in the upper half of an image. Gradient
direction has an influence on fixation behaviour all the same. If the contrast increases towards the
bottom of the image, then fixations are significantly more frequent in the lower part of the image
(modified KS-Test, α = 0.05, p = 2.6726 x 10-17).

When luminance contrast and colour contrast increase in opposing directions (cond. 34 and
43; Figure 15; lower diagram), the fixation distributions are very similar and almost equal to the
distribution of the unmodified image. There is no significant difference between them (modified
KS-Test, α = 0.05, p = 0.13149). The diagram clearly shows the tendency to fixate more
frequently in the upper half of the image. In the vertical direction, luminance contrast and colour
contrast have an equally strong effect on fixation behaviour. When increasing in opposing
directions, their respective influences cancel each other out. Fixation distributions of both
conditions overlap with the distribution of the unmodified images.

Here it is important to note that, in the vertical conditions, the strength of gradient for
luminance contrast was not equal to the strength of the colour contrast gradient. It had only about
75 % the range of the colour contrast gradient. Had the gradients been equal, results similar to
those of the horizontal conditions would have been expected. Luminance contrast would have
had a stronger influence. When gradients increase in opposing directions, the fixation
distributions would have been significantly shifted in the direction of the luminance contrast
gradient, being slightly inhibited by colour contrast increasing in the opposing direction. It can
also be expected that fixation distributions when gradients consolidate each other would have
differed even stronger.

3.3 Interaction

Interaction of luminance and colour contrast was investigated separately for horizontal and
vertical contrast gradients. The median fixations for every condition with horizontal gradients
were calculated. The distance between the medians of pairs of conditions was computed and then
compared (Figure 16). The distance between medians is much greater for luminance contrast than
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for colour contrast, and when both contrast increase in the same direction, the distance is again
larger. Therefore, there is an interaction between luminance and colour contrast, as they reinforce
each other. The distances between medians for luminance contrast and colour contrast add up to
approximately the same distance between medians of the condition where both are present. The
joint effect of luminance contrast and colour contrast on fixations, therefore, is equal to the effect
of luminance contrast alone plus the effect of colour contrast alone.

When luminance and colour contrast increase in opposite directions, the median fixation
follows the luminance contrast but the effect is weaker than for luminance contrast alone. Colour
contrast inhibits the influence of luminance contrast. When subtracting the distance between
medians for colour contrast alone from the distance for luminance contrast alone, the resulting
distance is exactly as large as the distance of medians for opposing contrast conditions. The effect
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of luminance contrast opposing colour contrast is equal to the effect of luminance contrast alone
minus the effect of colour contrast. These results imply a linear interaction of luminance contrast
and colour contrast.

In the vertical gradient conditions, luminance contrast alone has an equal effect to colour
contrast alone (Figure 17). Again, this is due to the fact that the vertical luminance contrast
gradient was weaker. As for the horizontal conditions, the distance between medians when both
contrast gradients are present and increase in the same direction is exactly the sum of the distance
of luminance contrast alone and colour contrast alone. The joint effect of luminance and colour
contrast is exactly as large as the effect of the two contrasts alone added up. When luminance
contrast increases in the opposite direction as colour contrast, the distance between the medians is
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Figure 18: Comparison of fixation patterns when gradient direction is reversed horizontally.
The two conditions depicted [24: LC increase towards left of image (left diagram) and 14: LC
increase towards right of image (right diagram); CC increase to the top in both] would be identical
in terms of gradient direction and orientation, if one were flipped from left to right.
From the fixation points of all subjects in each condition, the probability for a fixation in one of
6*8 sections of the image is calculated. The fixation probabilities along each row and column
are summed up (X- and Y- axis). The resulting vectors add up to 1 (overall probability), by
multiplying them with each other, the outer product matrices are obtained. These have the same
distribution of probabilities along the rows and columns, but peak values in single sections are
smoothed out and the distance between maximal and minimal values decreases.

minimal. It is hardly noticeable that the medians follow the luminance contrast direction. Had the
luminance contrast gradient been stronger, it can be expected that this would have been more
evident. But even this result is replicated exactly when the colour contrast distance is subtracted
from the luminance contrast distance of medians. The effect of luminance contrast and colour
contrast increasing in opposite directions is equal to the effect of luminance contrast minus the
effect of colour contrast. The findings confirm that luminance contrast and colour contrast
interact linearly in directing the fixation behaviour, both horizontally and vertically.
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Figure 19: Comparison of fixation patterns when gradient direction is reversed vertically.
The two conditions depicted [42: LC increase towards top of image (left diagram) and 32: LC
increase towards bottom of image (right diagram); CC increase to the left in both] would be
identical in terms of gradient direction and orientation, if one were flipped upside down. From
the fixation points of all subjects in each condition, the probability for a fixation in one of 6*8
sections of the image is calculated. The fixation probabilities along each row and column
are summed up (X- and Y- axis). The resulting vectors add up to 1 (overall probability), by
multiplying them with each other, the outer product matrices are obtained. These have the same
distribution of probabilities along the rows and columns, but peak values in single sections are
smoothed out and the distance between maximal and minimal values decreases.

3.4 Independence

To find out if the effect of luminance contrast and colour contrast are independent of each
other, the mutual information (MI) between fixation distribution along the luminance contrast
gradient and fixation distribution along the colour contrast gradient was calculated. The DKL
(Kullback-Leibler-Divergence) was calculated for the fixation probability matrices of all two-
dimensional conditions and all control conditions. The DKL between the fixation probability
matrix and the outer product matrix is equal to the MI of luminance contrast and colour contrast.

An increased amount of data reduces noise in a probability matrix. Therefore, conditions
with a horizontal contrast increase to the left were flipped from left to right and added onto their
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Mutual Information

                      Conditions KL-Divergence
Unmodified 00 0.0281

01 + 02 0.0169
03 0.0375
04 0.0211
10 + 20 0.0198
30 0.0467

Control:
only one contrast
gradient

40 0.0269
11 + 22 0.0297
33 0.0374
44 0.0347
12 + 21 0.0191
34 0.0391

Control:
one-dimensional
conditions

43 0.0361
13 + 23 0.0264
14 + 24 0.0344
31 + 32 0.0262

Two-dimensional
conditions

41 + 42 0.0154

Table 2: Kullback-Leibler-Divergence (DKL) of fixation probability matrix and outer product matrix.
Probability matrices of horizontally opposing conditions are combined by flipping one along the vertical
axis and adding them up. In the two-dimensional conditions, the DKL is equal to the mutual information
between luminance contrast and colour contrast in directing fixations.  The DKL of the one-dimensional and
the single gradient conditions is calculated as a control.

counterparts. This was possible, because in all conditions where only the horizontal gradient
changed direction (e.g. cond. 14 versus cond. 24, where LC increases horizontally and changes
direction), fixation patterns were symmetrical and mirrored along the vertical axis (Figure 18;
upper two diagrams). In conditions where gradients changed direction vertically, this was not
consistently the case. Fixation behaviour in one condition could not be mapped onto fixation
behaviour in the counterpart by flipping it upside down (Figure 19; upper two diagrams). This is
attributable to the fact that subjects tend to fixate more in the upper part of the image independent
of condition. Therefore, fixation patterns were not symmetrical, and could not be summarized.

Actual fixation probability and the outer product matrix, which is the fixation probability
along the horizontal gradient multiplied by the fixation probability along the vertical gradient,
differ only slightly. The outer product matrix reduces noise and smoothes over individual peaks,
but the centre of gravity is the same for the fixation probability matrix and the outer product
matrix (Figures 18 & 19; upper vs. lower left & upper vs. lower right). This is consistent across
all conditions, and indicates independency of luminance contrast and colour contrast.

The MI value for each condition confirms this. The DKL for all single-gradient conditions
and one-dimensional conditions was calculated as well as a control. In these conditions the DKL is
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very low, as they only have a contrast gradient in one orientation, which is obviously independent
of a non-existent orthogonal influence. If luminance and colour contrast are not independent, MI
should be higher in the two-dimensional conditions. For the two-dimensional conditions, the MI
ranges from 0.0154 bits to 0.0344 bits (Table 2). The MI for the control conditions ranges from
0.0169 bits to 0.0467 bits. The range of the MI for the one-dimensional conditions is from 0.0191
bits to 0.0391 bits. Interestingly, six out of seven conditions where the MI is above 0.03 bits are
conditions with only a vertical gradient. No connection to the weakness of the vertical luminance
contrast gradient can be found, however. There is no observable difference between the MI of the
controls, the one-dimensional conditions and the two-dimensional conditions. The MI is
generally rather low, always less than half a bit. Nothing can be concluded about the strength of
influence of one contrast from the strength of the other. Luminance contrast and colour contrast
are independent of each other in their influence on fixation behaviour.

3.5 Summary

To summarize the essential findings: Luminance contrast and colour contrast both have an
effect on fixation direction. Subjects fixate where contrast is high, although individuals react very
differently to contrast. In the horizontal direction, luminance contrast has a stronger effect than
colour contrast. In the vertical direction, luminance contrast had an equally strong effect as colour
contrast, although the gradient was considerably smaller. Therefore, the conclusion, that
luminance contrast generally has a stronger effect than colour contrast, can be drawn. Subjects
fixate preferably in the upper part of the image, independent of image and condition. Most
importantly, luminance contrast and colour contrast interact linearly, in both the vertical and
horizontal direction. They reinforce and inhibit each other linearly. Luminance contrast and
colour contrast are also completely independent of each other in their influence on fixations.

4 Discussion

The main goal of this study was to determine the accuracy and plausibility of the classical
saliency map model in modelling human gaze patterns. The contribution, which two specific
features, namely colour and luminance, made to the construction of the saliency map, was
examined. Specifically, the degree of influence each feature has on the overall saliency was
investigated, as well as the interaction between features when computing the overall saliency and
the independence of features of each other.

The study showed that both luminance contrast and colour contrast have an effect on the
selection of fixation points during human visual attention. Both high luminance contrast and high
colour contrast attract fixations. Luminance contrast has a stronger influence on fixation selection
than colour contrast though. This can be said conclusively for contrast changes in horizontal
direction. Due to varying gradients in the vertical conditions, no definite statement can be made
for the vertical effect of luminance contrast compared to colour contrast. But it is highly probable
that in consecutive experiments, when gradients have an equal range, luminance contrast will
show a stronger influence on selection of fixation points than colour contrast consistently across
conditions. Even now, when the vertical luminance contrast gradient has only 75% the range of
the vertical colour contrast gradient, the influence of both contrasts is equal. An increased
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luminance contrast gradient range will, therefore, affect fixation distribution even further. It can
be predicted that luminance contrast consistently has a stronger influence on the selection of
fixation points in coloured stimuli than colour contrast.

Luminance contrast and colour contrast interact linearly in the guidance of attention, but
luminance contrast has a stronger impact on fixations. The degree to which an area in an image
attracts attention is the sum of the saliency due to luminance contrast and the saliency due to
colour contrast. This is consistent with the classical saliency map model (Koch & Ullman, 1985;
Itti & Koch, 2000), which determines overall saliency by linearly adding single saliency values of
the separate features for each area of the image. According to the results of this study, luminance
contrast is weighted approximately one and a half or twice as much as colour contrast. This
supports the first principle of pre-attentive computation of visual features proposed by Itti and
Koch (2001) and should be considered in implementations of the model.

The results of this study also supports the classical saliency map model in assuming
features to be independent of each other in their influence on saliency. At least for colour and
luminance, this holds to be true. This study shows that they are independent of each other. Both
the influence of luminance contrast and the influence of colour contrast, as well as their
respective values at each point, need to be known to predict or determine fixation distribution. As
far as contribution of features to overall saliency is concerned, the results obtained from this
study can be reproduced entirely by the classical saliency map model with the addition of
weighting luminance contrast and colour contrast adequately.

Subjects show a strong preference for the upper half of an image independent of condition.
This cannot be explained by contrast strength or any other bottom-up influence. If most images
showed sky in the upper half on the image, then this might have led to a natural increase in
luminance contrast, due to dark objects in front of a light background. But in only 34 out of 128
images sky was to be seen, either just barely in the corner, clearly above a horizon, or
shimmering through trees. These 25% of all pictures are not sufficient to explain the remarkably
strong tendency to look upwards over all images. An explanation other than a bottom-up one
needs to be looked for.

This study found a very large variance between subjects in their reaction to the introduced
contrast gradients. Some were influenced very strongly by the gradient, with the centre of gravity
of fixations shifted very far along the direction in which the contrast increased. Others were
influenced only minimally by the gradient direction. This was due to inter-subject differences and
not due to noise or the selection of stimuli, as the influence of gradient on the subjects’ fixation
patterns was consistent within subjects across conditions and independent of gradient direction.
Also, tests for a memory effect showed that subjects reacted consistently to both gradients over
all trials. Depending on the selection of subjects, results can vary very strongly and are not
necessarily generalisable. Subjects react differently to contrast gradient, and the influence of
different features also varies across subjects. It is possible that even the influence of top-down
and bottom-up cues to the allocation of attention varies strongly across subjects. This makes it
very difficult to find a general saliency map model, which gives an accurate estimate of the
contribution of each feature to the overall saliency. Saliency seems to be dependent on subjective
differences in weighting the contribution each feature makes to overall saliency.

Fixations were significantly more frequent in areas with increased contrast. This study did
not measure contrast at specific points, but investigated fixation frequency along the direction of
the contrast gradients. Fixation frequency increased with contrast gradient, consistently across all
conditions and subjects. The results obtained by Einhäuser and König (2003) were not
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reproduced. Fixation frequency increased only when contrast increased and not when it decreased
as in the Einhäuser and König (2003) study.

The cause of the bias in fixations towards increased contrast cannot be determined
unambiguously. Two reasons for the fixation bias are conceivable. It might have been the
increased luminance and colour contrast on the upper side of the gradient that attracted attention
in a bottom-up fashion. This would be consistent with Parkhurst et al. (2002) and Parkhurst and
Niebur’s (2004) findings, and also with Einhäuser and König’s (2003) results to the extent that
high contrast attracts fixation. The paradigm in this study was such that texture contrast did not
change locally. This is consistent with Parkhurst and Niebur (2004), who claim that increased
fixation in areas of decreased contrast in the Einhäuser and König (2003) study is due to
increased texture contrast, and that it is not necessary to introduce a top-down effect to explain
the results. When the effect of texture contrast is eliminated, subjects fixate preferably only
where contrast is increased.

Parkhurst and Niebur (2004) claim that texture contrast, or a second-order saliency map is
alone sufficient to explain Einhäuser and König’s (2003) results. They do not claim, however,
that texture contrast alone is sufficient to model all effects of bottom-up influences in general on
attention. They state that an interaction between first-order and second-order features in the
modelling of a saliency map still has to be determined. This study refutes the possibility that
texture contrast alone is sufficient in explaining fixation patterns. In this paradigm texture
contrast is increased globally and cannot explain the bias of fixations in the direction of
luminance and colour contrast increase. If texture contrast plays a role in modelling saliency, it
can only be in combination with other first-order features.

An alternative explanation of the results of this study interprets them in a way that they are
consistent with the findings from the Einhäuser and König (2003) study. Einhäuser and König
(2003) explained increased fixation frequency at patches with decreased luminance contrast with
the conspicuity of the patches due to top-down influences. In the present paradigm, contrast
decrease is not restricted to certain patches of the image, rather it decreases constantly along a
gradient. Therefore, the contrast change was not as conspicuous as in the Einhäuser and König
(2003) study. However, the gradient introduced in this study was the maximum possible
modification to ensure that a possible effect on attention was clearly visible. Both luminance and
colour contrast were decreased right down to zero (except vertical luminance contrast). In the
conditions where both contrasts decreased in the same direction, the image converged to a
medium uniform grey towards the lower end of the gradients. It was unknown previous to the
experiments, how strong the gradient would have to be to introduce a bias in fixation patterns.
Therefore, it seemed advisable to begin with the maximum modification. This had the
disadvantage that the introduced gradient and also the direction of the gradient were clearly
visible, and images did not look natural anymore in any of the modified conditions. Also, colour
contrast and luminance contrast were decreased to such a degree, that objects and top-down
features became more difficult to recognize. This is especially clear in conditions where both
contrasts decrease in the same direction (Figure 4; conditions 11, 22, 33, 44). The image at lower
end of the gradient seems to be overlaid and hidden by a misty haze, where hardly anything is
detectable.

Therefore, it was not necessarily the high contrast that attracted fixations. It might have
been top-down features, which attracted attention, only the fact that contrast decreased quite
strongly made top-down features harder to recognize and therefore lessened their influence on
fixation patterns, which caused subjects to preferably select areas of increased contrast for
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fixation. In this case decreasing luminance and colour contrast would merely have been a form of
decreasing the effect of top-down features, and only indirectly the reason for a bias in fixations.
This would support Einhäuser and König’s (2003) explanation for their results, and also be
consistent with Frey’s (2004) findings, that in natural unmodified colour images, bottom-up
features have no significant influence on the selection of fixation points.

Frey (2004) detected a significantly stronger luminance contrast at fixation points than at
random points only in greyscale images. In natural colour images no correlation between low-
level features and fixation points was detected. Frey (2004) concluded that in unmodified colour
images, attention is not guided by bottom-up features. Frey’s results indicate that once top-down
features are not inhibited or rendered unrecognizable by a very low overall contrast, they are the
ones that guide attention and low-level features like colour contrast or luminance contrast play no
role for the selection of fixation points anymore.

The fact that a luminance contrast gradient leads to a stronger bias in fixations than a colour
contrast gradient is also consistent with a top-down mechanism for the allocation of attention.
Objects and top-down cues are easier to recognise when colour contrast equals zero than when
luminance contrast equals zero and all depth cues and shadows vanish.

Which explanation of the two is accurate, the bottom-up based one from Parkhurst and
Niebur (2004) or the top-down based one from Einhäuser and König (2003), depends on whether
top-down features or bottom-up features have a higher influence on attention. It is not the goal of
this study to investigate this problem. In order to do this, the experimental set-up and especially
the range of gradient introduced, would have to be changed. The same experiment, with all 25
possible modifications of stimuli, could be repeated with gradients of different ranges. Fixation
patterns under the different gradient ranges could then be compared. One would predict that, if
the fixation bias decreases linearly with gradient range, then this is attributable to the bottom-up
influence of low-level features on attention. If, however, the bias in fixations decreases rapidly
once the manipulation of the images is not so obvious anymore, this would speak in favour of
mainly top-down influences on the allocation of attention. Even a slight contrast decrease within
a range of one to 0.5, for example, should still have a notable effect on fixations, if they are
guided by bottom-up influences. Contrast would be twice as high on average on one side of the
image than on the other. However, a gradient with a range of 0.5 is not as easily detectable
anymore as a gradient with a range of one, and even at the lower end of the gradient, top-down
features should still be clearly visible and recognizable. Therefore, the prediction is, that no
significant effect of a lower gradient on fixation selection would be detectable, if attention is
mainly guided by top-down cues.

 This study investigated the interaction of features in their contribution to saliency. A
consecutive study could address the interaction between a single feature contrast and its influence
on allocation of attention. An experimental paradigm, where stimuli with different gradient
ranges are presented to subjects, would give valuable indications as to whether the degree of
contrast of each single feature is also linear in its effect on fixations. One could examine whether
a steady increase of contrast steadily increases saliency, or the probability of selection for a
fixation, or if there is a threshold, which contrast has to overcome to be considered for the
calculation of overall saliency at all.  A linear interaction between feature contrast and its
influence on overall saliency would reinforce the classical saliency map model(Koch & Ullman,
1985; Itti & Koch, 2000).

The most important aim of this study was to investigate the contribution colour contrast
makes to the guidance of human overt visual attention, and to examine the interaction between
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colour and luminance contrast as an example of the interaction of two first-order feature
contrasts. This was one of the first studies to use coloured stimuli, and as such it gives valuable
insights into the mechanisms of human visual attention. Coloured stimuli are a step closer to
modelling the natural environment than stimuli used in previous studies. The contribution of
colour contrast and luminance contrast to the allocation of attention is, therefore, more similar to
what it would be under natural viewing conditions.

As far as attention is guided by bottom-up mechanisms, the results of this study support the
classical saliency map model (Koch & Ullman, 1985) and its implementation (Itti & Koch,
2000). The results very clearly show that luminance contrast and colour contrast interact linearly
and are independent of each other in their influence on the selection of fixation points.  It is likely
that all features interact in a similar way as colour and luminance do. It may be concluded,
therefore, that the overall saliency of an area in an image, and the degree to which it attracts
attention (as far as attention is attracted by bottom-up cues), is determined by various features,
whose contributions to saliency are independent of each other, and who interact linearly in
determining overall salience. The classical saliency map seems to be an accurate way of
modelling bottom-up guidance of human overt attention and human fixation patterns when
viewing natural scenes.

This study only examined the interaction and independence of two low-level feature
contrasts in determining saliency. Further studies are necessary to investigate the interaction and
interdependency between all low-level features, to confirm or discard the assumption of
independency and linear interaction indicated by the present findings. Also, the interaction
between the strength of a single feature contrast and its influence on fixations will have to be
investigated more profoundly.

The results of this study do not give conclusive evidence whether overt visual attention is
attracted by top-down or bottom-up cues, and this was not the goal of the study. The results may
be interpreted as supporting either one or the other theory for the guidance of attention. Further
studies have to be done in this area to find a conclusive answer.

Future studies will also need to investigate, how much fixation patterns in natural stimuli
differ from fixation patterns in unnatural stimuli. In particular, the degree to which contrast has
an influence on fixations in various stimuli will have to be more closely investigated. Parkhurst et
al. (2002) already found indications that selection of fixations follows different criteria in natural
than in modified or artificial stimuli. Many of the findings obtained so far might not be
extendable to natural stimuli. This needs to be investigated in more detail.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Subject information and declaration of consent

7.1.1   Original

Sonja Engmann
Arbeitsgruppe Neurobiopsychologie
Universität Osnabrück
Albrechtsraße 28
49069 Osnabrück
Tel.: 0541/9692251
email: sengmann@uos.de

Aufklärung / Einwilligung

Sehr geehrte Teilnehmerin, sehr geehrter Teilnehmer,

Sie haben sich freiwillig zur Teilnahme an dieser Studie gemeldet. Hier erhalten Sie nun einige
Informationen zu Ihren Rechten und zum Ablauf des folgenden Experiments. Bitte lesen Sie sich
die folgenden Abschnitte sorgfältig durch.

1) Zweck der Studie
Ziel dieser Studie ist es, neue Erkenntnisse über den Einfluss von Kontrast auf die Wahrnehmung
von natürlichen Bildern zu erhalten.

2) Ablauf der Studie
In dieser Studie werden Ihnen 128 Bilder auf einem Computermonitor gezeigt. Bitte sehen Sie
sich die Bilder genau an
Um Ihre Blickposition zu errechnen, wird Ihnen ein “Eye-Tracker” auf den Kopf geschnallt.
Dieses Gerät erfasst die Position Ihres Auges mit Hilfe von kleinen Kameras und
Infrarotsensoren. Dieses Verfahren ist ein psychometrisches Standardverfahren, das in dieser Art
bereits vielfach angewandt und getestet wurde. Bei unseren bisherigen Erfahrungen und
Experimenten mit dem Gerät ist keine Versuchsperson zu Schaden gekommen.
Zu Beginn der Untersuchung muss der “Eye-Tracker” eingestellt werden, dieser Vorgang dauert
etwa 5-15 Minuten. Das eigentliche Experiment dauert dann etwa 30 Minuten. Der
Versuchsleiter wird während des ganzen Experiments mit Ihnen im Versuchsraum sein und steht
Ihnen für Fragen jederzeit zur Verfügung. Nach der Studie erhalten Sie weitere Informationen
zum Sinn und Zweck dieser Untersuchung. Bitte geben Sie diese Informationen an niemanden
weiter um die Objektiviät eventueller Versuchspersonen zu wahren.

3) Risiken und Nebenwirkungen
Diese Studie ist nach derzeitigem Wissenstand des Versuchsleiters ungefährlich und für die
Teilnehmer schmerzfrei. Durch Ihre Teilnahme an dieser Studie setzen Sie sich keinen
besonderen Risiken aus und es sind keine Nebenwirkungen bekannt. Da diese Studie in ihrer
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Gesamtheit neu ist, kann das Auftreten von noch unbekannten Nebenwirkungen allerdings nicht
ausgeschlossen werden.
Wichtig: Bitte informieren Sie den Versuchsleiter umgehend, wenn Sie unter Krankheiten leiden
oder sich derzeit in medizinischer Behandlung befinden. Teilen Sie dem Versuchsleiter bitte
umgehend mit, falls Sie schon einmal einen epileptischen Anfall hatten. Bei Fragen hierzu
wenden Sie sich bitte an den Versuchsleiter.

4) Abbruch des Experiments
Sie haben das Recht, diese Studie zu jedem Zeitpunkt und ohne Angabe einer Begründung
abzubrechen. Ihre Teilnahme ist vollkommen freiwillig und ohne Verpflichtungen. Es entstehen
Ihnen keine Nachteile durch einen Abbruch der Untersuchung.
Während des Experimentes haben Sie einmal die Gelegenheit zu einer Pause, in dieser Zeit kann
Ihnen auch der “Eye-Tracker” abgenommen werden. Auch falls Sie eine weitere Pause wünschen
oder auf die Toilette müssen, ist dies jederzeit möglich.
Sollten Sie zu irgendeinem Zeitpunkt während des Experiments Kopfschmerzen oder
Unwohlsein anderer Art verspüren, dann informieren Sie bitte umgehend den Versuchsleiter.

5) Vertraulichkeit
Die Bestimmungen des Datenschutzes werden eingehalten. Personenbezogene Daten werden von
uns nicht an Dritte weitergegeben. Die von Ihnen erfassten Daten werden von uns anonymisiert
und nur in dieser Form weiterverarbeitet oder veröffentlicht.

6) Einverständniserklärung
Bitte bestätigen Sie durch Ihre Unterschrift die folgende Aussage:

“Hiermit bestätige ich, dass ich durch den Versuchsleiter dieser Studie über die oben genannten
Punkte aufgeklärt und informiert worden bin. Ich habe diese Erklärung gelesen und verstanden.
Ich stimme jedem der Punkte zu. Ich ermächtige hiermit die von mir in dieser Untersuchung
erworbenen Daten zu wissenschaftlichen Zwecken zu analysieren und in wissenschaftlichen
Arbeiten anonymisiert zu veröffentlichen.
Ich wurde über meine Rechte als Versuchsperson informiert und erkläre mich zu der freiwilligen
Teilnahme an dieser Studie bereit.”

……………………………………………………………….
Ort, Datum Unterschrift

………………………………………………………………….
Bei Minderjährigen, Unterschrift des Erziehungsberechtigten
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7.1.2   English translation

Information/ Consent

Dear participant,
you have voluntarily registered to participate in this study. You will now be informed about your
rights and the procedure of the following experiment. Please read the following carefully.

1) Aim of the study
The goal of this study is to obtain new insights about the influence of contrast on the perception
of natural images.

2) Procedure of the study
In this study, you will be shown 128 images on a computer screen. Please study the images
carefully.
To calculate your gaze position, you will wear an „Eye-Tracker“ on your head. This device tracks
the position of your eye with small cameras and infrared sensors. This is a standard psychometric
procedure, and has been applied and tested numerous times. During our previous experiments
with this device, no subject ever came to any harm.
To begin with, the eye tracker needs to be calibrated. This takes about 5 to 15 minutes. The actual
experiment takes another 30 minutes. The conductor of the experiment will be present in the
room with you during the whole time, and will respond to any of your questions anytime. After
the experiment you will receive further information about the aim of the study. Please do not pass
on this information to anyone else, to conserve the objectivity of potential subjects.

3) Risks and side effects
This study is harmless and pain free for the subject according to the present standard of
knowledge of the conductor of this experiment. You are not exposed to any particular risks by
participating in this study, and there are no side effects that are known of. As the study in this
constellation has not been done before yet, the occurrence of previously unknown side effects
cannot be excluded.
Important: Please inform the conductor of the experiment immediately, if you suffer from an
illness or are in medical care at present. Please tell the conductor of the experiment immediately,
if you have ever suffered from an epileptic seizure. Please turn to the conductor of the experiment
if you have any questions.

4) Abortion of the experiment
You have the right to terminate the experiment at any time and without giving any reasons. Your
participation is completely voluntary and without any commitment. You will have no
disadvantage if the experiment is aborted.
During the experiment, there is one opportunity for a break. The eye tracker can be taken off
during this time. If you ever need another break, or need to go to the toilet, this is possible at all
times.
If you suffer from headache or any other displeasure at any time during the experiment, please
inform the conductor of the experiment immediately.
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5) Confidentiality
The regulations of data security are closely observed. Personal data will not be passed on to a
third party. The data obtained from you will be anonymised and only processed or published in
this form.

6) Declaration of consent
Please confirm the following statement with your signature:

„ Hereby I confirm that the conductor of this study informed me about the preceding points. I
have read and understood this declaration. I agree with every one of the points. I hereby
authorize the analysis of the data obtained from me in this study for scientific purposes and
authorize the anonymised publication in scientific papers.“
............................................................................................
Place and date Signature
............................................................................................
For minors, signature of legal guardian
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7.2 Subject debriefing

7.2.1   Original

Zweck dieses Experiments:

Verschiedene Untersuchungen deuten darauf hin, dass in einem Bild Bereiche mit hohem
Kontrast unsere Aufmerksamkeit anziehen.  Beim freien Betrachten von Bildern folgt unsere
Blickrichtung dem Fokus unserer Aufmerksamkeit.

Mit diesem Experiment untersuchen wir den Effekt von zwei verschiedenen Kontrasten auf
die Blickrichtung, und zwar dem Lichtkontrast und dem Farbkontrast. Lichtkontrast ist da hoch,
wo große Helligkeitsunterschiede sind, also sehr helle Stellen neben sehr dunklen. Farbkontrast
ist dann hoch, wenn die Sättigung der Farben hoch ist. Rot und grün unterscheiden sich am
deutlichsten wenn sie voll gesättigt sind, im Gegensatz zu Schwarz-Weiß-Bildern, wo man sie
nicht unterscheiden kann.

In die gezeigten Bilder haben wir für beide Kontraste einen künstlichen Abfall des
Kontrastes eingebaut, immer in verschiedene Richtungen. Auf der einen Seite war der Kontrast
natürlich, gegenüber gleich null.

Wir wollen untersuchen, wie groß der Effekt von beiden Kontrasten auf die Blickrichtung
ist und wie die beiden miteinander interagieren, also z.B. ob der eine den Effekt des anderen noch
verstärkt.

7.2.2   English translation

Aim of this experiment:

Various studies indicate, that areas with high contrast in an image attract our attention.
When free viewing images, our gaze direction follows the focus of our attention.

With this experiment, we examine the effect of two different contrasts on the direction of
gaze, namely luminance contrast and colour contrast. Luminance contrast is high if there are
large differences in brightness, that is, very light areas next to very dark ones. Colour contrast is
high if saturation of colours is high. Red and green differ strongest when they are fully saturated,
as opposed to black-and-white images, where one cannot tell them apart.

In the images that were presented, we introduced an artificial gradual decrease in contrast,
in various directions. On one side the contrast was natural, on the other side it equalled zero.

We want to investigate, how large the effect of both contrasts on direction of gaze is, and if
they interact, for example if one effect reinforces the other.
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7.3 Programme code

7.3.1 Modifying the images

%%%%%   function MODSTIM   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function modStim(dateiname)
% MODSTIM modifies the luminance contrast and colour contrast of natural
% images. Both LC and CC are modified along a gradient which can have two
% different orientations (vertical and horizontal) and two different
% directions for each orientation. For both contrasts there are five
% possible modifications, the four different gradient directions and no
% modification at all. This gives us a total of 25 combinations and each
% input image results in 25 output images. These are resized to a size of
% 768x1024 pixels and stored in the bmp-format in the same folder as the
% original.
%
% CALL: modStim(filename)
% filename is a string of the form "*.jpg" or "*.bmp",
% the 25 resulting images are stored under "*cXsY.bmp"
%
% LC is changed with the internal function CONTR, CC with the internal
% function SATGRAD. A short description of both functions:
%
% CONTR changes the luminance contrast of an image along a predefined
% gradient. It does this by changing the luminance values. It calculated
% the distance of the luminance of each pixel to the mean luminance of the
% image and changes this difference relative to the position the pixel has
% in the image.Thus by changing the distance of the luminance of two
% neighbouring pixels to the mean luminance. you automatically change the
% difference in luminance betwenn these two pixels, which is the contrast.
% The gradient used for modifying LC had a range of 0 to 1 in the
% horizontal direction, a range of 0 to 0.7499 when gradient increased
% vertically to the bottom, and a range of 0.2501 to 1 when gradient
% increased vertically to the top.
% CALL: HSV = contr(HSV, count)
%
% SATGRAD changes the colour contrast of an image along a predefined
% gradient. It does this by changing the saturation. When saturation is
% high, the contrast between for example red and green is most obvious,
% whereas with low saturation it is hardly noticable (both turn grey).
% satgrad multiplies the saturation value (the second plane of an image in
% HSV-colourspace) with a factor between 0 and 1, relative to the pixel
% position in the image.
% The gradient has a range of 0 to 1.
% CALL: HSV = satGrad(HSV, count)
%
% HSV is an image which has been converted to HSV-colourspace, count is a
% number from 0 to 4, specifying the orientation and direction of the
% gradient
% 0 : no gradient
% 1 : contrast = 0 on the left, 1 (unchanged) on the right
% 2 : contrast = 0 on the right, 1 (unchanged) on the left
% 3 : contrast = 0 on the top, 1 (unchanged) on the bottom
% 4 : contrast = 0 on the bottom, 1 (unchanged) on the top
% Both internal functions return a HSV image with modified V- or S-level
% respectively
%
% Author: Sonja Engmann

RGB = imread(dateiname);                    % read the image and convert
HSV = rgb2hsv(RGB);                         % it to HSV-colourspace
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for x = 0:4
    HSV2 = contr(HSV,x);                    % luminance contrast
    for y = 0:4
        HSV3 = satGrad(HSV2,y);             % colour contrast/ saturation
        RGB2 = hsv2rgb(HSV3);               % convert back to RGB
        RGB2 = imresize(RGB2,[768,1024]);   % resize to 768x1024 pixel
        newname = strcat(dateiname(1:end-
4),'c',int2str(x),'s',int2str(y),'.bmp');
        imwrite (RGB2, newname);            % save image under "*cxsy.bmp"
    end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%   function SATGRAD   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function HSV = satGrad(HSV, zaehler)

S = HSV(:,:,2);             % saturation plane of HSV-image
groesse = size(S);
laenge = groesse(2);
breite = groesse(1);
Grad = ones(groesse);       % array in image size, which will be filled
                            % with numbers from 0 to 1, according to
                            % direction of gradient. Each saturation value
                            % will then be multiplied with the factor at
                            % the corresponding position in the Grad
                            % matrix.

switch(zaehler)
    % functions for filling Grad

    case 0
        % CC is not changed

    case 1
        % LR: CC higher towards the right side of the image
        for x = 1:laenge
            Grad(1:end, x) = (x-1)/(laenge-1);
        end

    case 2
        % RL: CC higher towards the left side of the image
        for x = 1:laenge
            Grad(1:end, x) = (laenge-x)/(laenge-1);
        end

    case 3
        % OU: CC higher towards the bottom of the image
        for x = 1:breite
            Grad(x, 1:end) = (x-1)/(breite-1);
        end

    case 4
        % UO: CC higher towards the top of the image
        for x = 1:breite
            Grad(x, 1:end) = (breite-x)/(breite-1);
        end

    otherwise
        error('Zaehler has to be a number between 0 and 1.');

end
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% multiply the saturation plane with an array filled with values from 0 to
% 1, according to the orientation and direction of the gradient and then
% inserts modified S-plane into HSV-image
S = immultiply(S, Grad);
HSV(:,:,2) = S;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%   function CONTR   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function HSV = contr(HSV, zaehler)

V = HSV(:,:,3);                 % plane in HSV colourspace which gives the
                                % luminance values
laenge = size(V,2);
breite = size(V,1);
Summe = 0;

for i= 1:breite                 % calculate the mean luminance
    for j= 1:laenge
        Summe = Summe + V(i,j);
    end
end

DL = Summe/(laenge*breite);     % mean luminance

switch (zaehler)

    case 0
        % no LC modification

    case 1
        % LR: LC higher towards the right side of the image
        % gradient range: 0 to 1
        for i= 1:breite
            for j= 1:laenge
                V(i,j) = DL + (V(i,j)-DL)*(j-1)/(laenge-1);
            end
        end

    case 2
        % RL: LC higher towards the left side of the image
        % gradient range: 0 to 1
        for i= 1:breite
            for j= 1:laenge
                V(i,j) = DL + (V(i,j)-DL)*(laenge -j)/(laenge-1);
            end
        end

    case 3
        % OU: LC higher towards the bottom of the image
        % gradient range: 0 to 0.7499
        % the variable laenge in the function should be substituted for the
        % variable breite to get a gradient range from 0 to 1.
        for i= 1:breite
            for j= 1:laenge
                V(i,j) = DL + (V(i,j)-DL)*(i-1)/(laenge-1);
            end
        end
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    case 4
        % UO: LC higher towards the top of the image
        % gradient range: 0.2501 to 1
        % the variable laenge in the function should be substituted for the
        % variable breite to get a gradient range from 0 to 1.
        for i= 1:breite
            for j= 1:laenge
                V(i,j) = DL + (V(i,j)-DL)*(laenge-i)/(laenge-1);
            end
        end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%   CORRECTED VERSION !!!!!!!!!!!   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% The stimuli used in the main experiment were created with the above,
% uncorrected version. This led to the effect, that in the condition where
% LC was low at the bottom (case 4) it decresed from one to 0.25 only and
% when LC was high at the bottom (case 3), it only increased to 0.75.
% This is what case 3 and 4 should look like to get an equal gradient range
% of 0 to 1 for all four directions.
%
%     case 3
%         % OU: LC higher towards the bottom of the image
%         for i= 1:breite
%             for j= 1:laenge
%                 V(i,j) = DL + (V(i,j)-DL)*(i-1)/(breite-1);
%             end
%         end
%
%     case 4
%         % UO: LC higher towards the top of the image
%         for i= 1:breite
%             for j= 1:laenge
%                 V(i,j) = DL + (V(i,j)-DL)*(breite-i)/(breite-1);
%             end
%         end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

    otherwise
        error('Zaehler muss Zahl zwischen 0 und 4 sein');

end

HSV(:,:,3) = V; % inserts modified V-plane into HSV-image
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7.3.2 Modified Kolmogorov-Smirnoff-Test

%%%%%   function KSTEST2COR   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [H,pValue,KSstatistic] = kstest2cor(x1 , x2 , alpha , tail, skal)
% KSTEST2COR Like KSTEST2 but corrects/minimizes the number of uncorrelated
% values.
% CALL: [H,P,KSSTAT] = KSTEST2COR(X1, X2, ALPHA,TAIL,SKAL), P and KSSTAT
% are optional.
% SKAL is the maximum distance of two data points for them to be regarded as
% correlated by kstest2cor (for example the distance on both sides after
% which the auto-correlation of the vectors drops lower than 0.5 (calculated
% with xcorr.m)
% use like KSTEST2 (see below) only add SKAL
%
% changes to kstest2.m by Sonja Engmann
%
%   HELP KSTEST2
%
%   Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit hypothesis test.
%   H = KSTEST2(X1,X2,ALPHA,TAIL) performs a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test
%   to determine if independent random samples, X1 and X2, are drawn from
%   the same underlying continuous population. ALPHA and TAIL are optional
%   scalar inputs: ALPHA is the desired significance level (default = 0.05);
%   TAIL indicates the type of test (default = 0). H indicates the result of
%   the hypothesis test:
%      H = 0 => Do not reject the null hypothesis at significance level ALPHA.
%      H = 1 => Reject the null hypothesis at significance level ALPHA.
%
%   Let F1(x) and F2(x) be the empirical distribution functions from sample
%   vectors X1 and X2, respectively. The 2-sample K-S test hypotheses and
%   test statistic are:
%
%   Null Hypothesis: F1(x) = F2(x) for all x
%      For TAIL =  0 (2-sided test), alternative: F1(x) not equal to F2(x).
%      For TAIL =  1 (1-sided test), alternative: F1(x) > F2(x).
%      For TAIL = -1 (1-sided test), alternative: F1(x) < F2(x).
%
%   For TAIL = 0, 1, and -1, the test statistics are T = max|F1(x) - F2(x)|,
%   T = max[F1(x) - F2(x)], and T = max[F2(x) - F1(x)], respectively.
%
%   The decision to reject the null hypothesis occurs when the significance
%   level, ALPHA, equals or exceeds the P-value.
%
%   X1 and X2 are row or column vectors of lengths N1 and N2, respectively,
%   and represent random samples from some underlying distribution(s).
%   Missing observations, indicated by NaN's (Not-a-Number), are ignored.
%
%   [H,P] = KSTEST2(...) also returns the asymptotic P-value P.
%
%   [H,P,KSSTAT] = KSTEST2(...) also returns the K-S test statistic KSSTAT
%   defined above for the test type indicated by TAIL.
%
%   The asymptotic P-value becomes very accurate for large sample sizes, and
%   is believed to be reasonably accurate for sample sizes N1 and N2 such
%   that (N1*N2)/(N1 + N2) >= 4.
%
%   See also KSTEST, LILLIETEST, CDFPLOT.
%

% Author(s): R.A. Baker, 08/14/98
% Copyright 1993-2002 The MathWorks, Inc.
% $Revision: 1.5 $   $ Date: 1998/01/30 13:45:34 $
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%
% References:
%   (1) Massey, F.J., "The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Goodness of Fit",
%         Journal of the American Statistical Association, 46 (March 1956), 68-77.
%   (2) Miller, L.H., "Table of Percentage Points of Kolmogorov Statistics",
%         Journal of the American Statistical Association, (March 1951), 111-121.
%   (3) Conover, W.J., "Practical Nonparametric Statistics",
%         John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1980.
%   (4) Press, W.H., et. al., "Numerical Recipes in C",
%         Cambridge University Press, 1992.

if nargin < 2
    error(' At least 2 inputs are required.');
end

%
% Ensure each sample is a VECTOR.
%

[rows1 , columns1]  =  size(x1);
[rows2 , columns2]  =  size(x2);

if (rows1 ~= 1) & (columns1 ~= 1)
    error(' Sample ''X1'' must be a vector.');
end

if (rows2 ~= 1) & (columns2 ~= 1)
    error(' Sample ''X2'' must be a vector.');
end

%
% Remove missing observations indicated by NaN's, and
% ensure that valid observations remain.
%

x1  =  x1(~isnan(x1));
x2  =  x2(~isnan(x2));
x1  =  x1(:);
x2  =  x2(:);

if isempty(x1)
   error(' Sample vector ''X1'' is composed of all NaN''s.');
end

if isempty(x2)
   error(' Sample vector ''X2'' is composed of all NaN''s.');
end

%
% Ensure the significance level, ALPHA, is a scalar
% between 0 and 1 and set default if necessary.
%

if (nargin >= 3) & ~isempty(alpha)
   if prod(size(alpha)) > 1
      error(' Significance level ''Alpha'' must be a scalar.');
   end
   if (alpha <= 0 | alpha >= 1)
      error(' Significance level ''Alpha'' must be between 0 and 1.');
   end
else
   alpha  =  0.05;
end
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%
% Ensure the type-of-test indicator, TAIL, is a scalar integer from
% the allowable set {-1 , 0 , 1}, and set default if necessary.
%

if (nargin >= 4) & ~isempty(tail)
   if prod(size(tail)) > 1
      error(' Type-of-test indicator ''Tail'' must be a scalar.');
   end
   if (tail ~= -1) & (tail ~= 0) & (tail ~= 1)
      error(' Type-of-test indicator ''Tail'' must be -1, 0, or 1.');
   end
else
   tail  =  0;
end

%
% Calculate F1(x) and F2(x), the empirical (i.e., sample) CDFs.
%

binEdges    =  [-inf ; sort([x1;x2]) ; inf];

binCounts1  =  histc (x1 , binEdges);
binCounts2  =  histc (x2 , binEdges);

sumCounts1  =  cumsum(binCounts1)./sum(binCounts1);
sumCounts2  =  cumsum(binCounts2)./sum(binCounts2);

sampleCDF1  =  sumCounts1(1:end-1);
sampleCDF2  =  sumCounts2(1:end-1);

%
% Compute the test statistic of interest.
%

switch tail
   case  0      %  2-sided test: T = max|F1(x) - F2(x)|.
      deltaCDF  =  abs(sampleCDF1 - sampleCDF2);

   case -1      %  1-sided test: T = max[F2(x) - F1(x)].
      deltaCDF  =  sampleCDF2 - sampleCDF1;

   case  1      %  1-sided test: T = max[F1(x) - F2(x)].
      deltaCDF  =  sampleCDF1 - sampleCDF2;
end

KSstatistic   =  max(deltaCDF);

%
% Compute the asymptotic P-value approximation and accept or
% reject the null hypothesis on the basis of the P-value.
%

n1     =  length(x1);
n2     =  length(x2);
n      =  n1 * n2 /(n1 + n2);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   CHANGED by Sonja Engmann   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% the size of n is reduced by factor skal, reducing the number of
% uncorrelated values and thus increasing the p-value

n = n/skal;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

lambda =  max((sqrt(n) + 0.12 + 0.11/sqrt(n)) * KSstatistic , 0);

if tail ~= 0        % 1-sided test.

   pValue  =  exp(-2 * lambda * lambda);

else                % 2-sided test (default).
%
%  Use the asymptotic Q-function to approximate the 2-sided P-value.
%
   j       =  [1:101]';
   pValue  =  2 * sum((-1).^(j-1).*exp(-2*lambda*lambda*j.^2));

   if pValue < 0 , pValue = 0; end
   if pValue > 1 , pValue = 1; end

end

H  =  (alpha >= pValue);
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7.3.3 Kullback-Leibler-Divergence

%%%%%   function KLDIVERGENZ   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function  kld = kldivergenz(varargin)
% KLDIVERGENZ calculates the Kullback-Leibler-Divergence of two matrices of
% probability distributions, that is it gives you a measure of how much the
% distributions in the two matrices differ from each other. If you wish it
% bins the matrices into smaller matrices of y*x bins before to avoid
% chucking out too many values because one matrix has a zero at that
% position.
% CALL: kld = kldivergence(mat1, mat2)
%   OR: kld = kldivergence(mat1, mat2, x)
%   OR: kld = kldivergence(mat1, mat2, y, x)
% The two matrices that must be the same size.
% y and x are integers defining the number of bins (y*x bins) of the
% smaller matrix, y being number of rows, x of columns, both should be
% smaller than the row or column number of the original matrix.
% If only one integer is given, then y = x.
% Returns kld, a number >= 0, 0 meaning the matrices don't differ at all
% FORMULA:
% KLD(mat1||mat2) = Sum over i,j [mat1(i,j) * log (mat1(i,j)/mat2(i,j))]
% Attention: the measure is not symmetric:
% kldivergenz(mat1,mat2) is NOT EQUAL to kldivergenz(mat2,mat1)
%
% Matrices are binned with the function MATRIXBIN, KL-Divergenz calculated
% with the internal function KLDIV
%
% Author: Sonja Engmann

switch length(varargin)
    % check on the basis of the input arguments if matrices are to be
    % binned before calculating kl-div

    case 2
        mat1 = varargin{1};
        mat2 = varargin{2};
        kld = kldiv(mat1, mat2);
    case 3
        mat1 = varargin{1};
        mat2 = varargin{2};
        if isa(varargin{3},'numeric')
            y = varargin{3};
            x = varargin{3};
        else error('3rd and 4th argument have to be integers');
        end
        mat1 = matrixbin(mat1,y,x);
        mat2 = matrixbin(mat2,y,x);
        kld = kldiv(mat1, mat2);
    case 4
        mat1 = varargin{1};
        mat2 = varargin{2};
        if (isa(varargin{3},'numeric') && isa(varargin{4},'numeric'))
            y = varargin{3};
            x = varargin{4};
        else error('3rd and 4th argument have to be integers');
        end
        mat1 = matrixbin(mat1,y,x);
        mat2 = matrixbin(mat2,y,x);
        kld = kldiv(mat1, mat2);
    otherwise error('Call with 2 to 4 arguments. See help kldivergenz');
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%   function KLDIV   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function kld = kldiv(mat1, mat2)
% KLDIV calculates the Kullback-Leibler-Divergence of two matrices of
% probability distributions, that is it gives you a measure of how much the
% distributions in the two matrices differ from each other.
% CALL: kld = kldiv(mat1, mat2), the two matrices that must be the same size.
% returns kld, a number >= 0, 0 meaning the matrices don't differ at all
% FORMULA:
% KLD(mat1||mat2) = Sum over i,j [mat1(i,j) * log (mat1(i,j)/mat2(i,j))]
% Attention: the measure is not symmetric: kldiv(mat1,mat2) is NOT equal to
% kldiv(mat2,mat1)
%
% Author: Sonja Engmann

if (size(mat1,1) ~= size(mat2,1) || size(mat1,2) ~= size(mat2,2))
    % if matrices are the same size
    error('Matrices have to be the same size');
end
kldvec = mat1 .* log(mat1./mat2);
kldvec = kldvec(~isnan(kldvec));
%kldvec = kldvec(~isnan(kldvec) & ~isinf(kldvec));
kld = sum(sum(kldvec));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%   function MARTIXBIN   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function matbin = matrixbin(matrix,y,x)
% MATRIXBIN bins a given matrix into a smaller one of y*x bins, y being number
% of rows, x of columns, both should be smaller than the row or column
% number of the original matrix and rows should divide evenly by y, columns
% by x.
% CALL: matbin = matrixbin(matrix,y,x) with a matrix to be binned, y is an
% integer giving the number of rows,and x an integer giving the number of
% columns.
% Returns a new smaller matrix
%
% Author: Sonja Engmann

a = mod(size(matrix,1),y);
b = mod(size(matrix,2),x);
if (a~=0 || b~=0)
    error('You should choose x and y so that the matrix length and size divide
evenly through them.');
end
matbin = zeros(y,x);        % creates new matrix of specified size
bsrow = size(matrix,1)/y;   % width of the bins (how many rows per bin)
bscol = size(matrix,2)/x;   % length of the bins (how many columns per bin)

for i = 1:y
    for j = 1:x
        % creates a small matrix the size of one bin, sums up the elements
        % (each element being the probability of a fixation at this
        % position, this gives the total probability of a fixation in this
        % field of the original matrix) and stores the sum at the
        % corresponding place of the bin-matrix
        hilfmat = matrix( (i-1)*bsrow+1:i*bsrow , (j-1)*bscol+1:j*bscol );
        probsum = sum(sum(hilfmat));
        matbin(i,j) = probsum;
    end
end
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